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<Tang Shi Gu Chui> is a prior ten-volume anthology about eight-line 
poems of Tang Dynasty, which has an enrollment of 96 poets and their opuses. 
This anthology had a great impact during Ming and Qing Periods. A great 
many editions of note and remark came forth accordingly. Whereas it 
received less recognition afterward. Only Wu Ruguo gave his comment in 
modern times. To this day there has been little treatise on <Tang Shi Gu 
Chui>, saying nothing of in-depth study. As an important tache of the 
eight-line poem anthologies, <Tang Shi Gu Chui> did not gained its richly 
deserved regard. We cannot help but be sorry. 
For such an anthology there is still dissension that who was the editor. 
It was reputedly edited by Yuan Haowen (Jin Period), and annotated by Hao 
Tianting (Yuan Period). To deny this, however, discommenders put forward 
all arguments. Hence there is still no last word about the original visage 
of this anthology. The editor paid his attention to many general poets 
with lower repute, rather the great master such as Li Bai and Du Fu, Han 
Yu and Meng Jiao, Yuan Zhen and Bai Juyi. Here the editor showed his 
particular tenet when he made choice. The themes of the opuses referred 
to emotion, social intercourse, largess, reclusion and quiet, some poems 
about jazzing around and earful also included. As a whole the anthology 
is ample and comprehensive. But the forefathers considered most opuses 
to be sad and distressed. This conclusion may be ex parte. 
Basing on the instances above, I try to research into <Tang Shi Gu 
Chui> from several aspects such as inditing motive, literature merit, life 
of the poets and so on. Then come to the conclusion that <Tang Shi Gu Chui> 
got several particular features. It showed the special view of the editor 















Also many general poets and their writings gained much attention more than 
ever. The whole anthology represented the track of eight-line poem, and 
offered reference and information for our research. Therefore <Tang Shi 
Gu Chui> is crucial in the course of the eight-line-poem anthologies. 
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2 四人序跋皆出自金元好问．唐诗鼓吹．明经厂刻元刊本. 











































二、否定元好问选编说   
最早对《唐诗鼓吹》选者为元好问这一说法提出怀疑的乃明代杨慎，其《升
庵诗话》最早指出：“鼓吹之选，皆晚唐最下者，或疑非遗山，观此益知其伪也”。 
























































                                                        









































































































































                                                        
5 元郝经《遗山先生墓铭》见《陵川集》卷三十五《四库全书提要》本, 世界书局印行, 第 569 页。 
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